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Women In Business

THE AMBITION OF A
WOMAN CANNOT BE
TO GET MARRIED

Arunma Oteh is the
first woman in Nigerian
history to occupy the highly
demanding and prestigious
role of director general of
Nigeria’s Securities and
Exchange Commission. In
this exclusive interview,
she discusses how women
can position themselves
for success in life, why
excellence should be a
woman’s weapon for
addressing stereotypes, and
why marriage should not be
a career goal. Interview by
Belinda Otas

NAW: Your position at the Nigerian
Securities and Exchange Commission
means you wield power and influence
when it comes to decision-making.
What are the responsibilities that
come with that, especially when you
are aware that other women look up
to you or aspire to be like you?
Arunma Oteh: My view is that there are

so few women in positions of authority
or decision-making, hence there’s that
additional burden. I call it the pioneer
attitude – that sense of responsibility to
make sure you go beyond the call of duty,
and are exceptional in carrying out your
duties, and because of you, many more
people should say I would like to have
women take up opportunities. I consider
myself to be an ambassador of women and
role model but under extreme scrutiny
and I don’t want to be the reason they
say a woman was in that job and didn’t
do an outstanding job. I’m the first one
who has occupied this position and when
I was group treasurer of the African
Development Bank from 2001-2006, I was
the first woman who had occupied that
role. As vice president, it was the first time
they were appointing two women in the
history of the bank. So there’s that sense of
responsibility that you are a forbearer, who
will define whether people will respect
women and expect them to do a great job.
I come from a family where my mother
and father were in public service and so
that understanding of it being a privilege
to serve and putting in your best is
something that has always defined me. The
burden that comes with understanding the
value of women being in decision-making
positions means that I put myself through
much more. I want to be the best DG,
head of an institution and I want to be the
best public servant. I want to have given
so much in such a way that people will say,
yes, I will hire a woman in that role, or they
think more positively about women.

How do you consistently position and
reposition yourself for success?
I’m not sure that I consciously focus on
this, or maybe I do it subconsciously. I
believe that positioning and repositioning
yourself for success, first means understanding what success is, then preparing
yourself to achieve or exceed the target
you set for yourself. How do you define
success, it’s by having an understanding
of the position you already occupy and
arming yourself either through reading
about others who have gone before you or

reading about the subject matter. Reading
is something that helps people to succeed,
reading is critical. My most important
book is the bible and everyday I discover
new wisdom, to me it’s a source of wisdom
for life. I also think having ambitious goals,
goals that stretch you. My ambition even in
this job is that the Nigerian capital market
is the best in the world and that we are
the best regulators. Those who know me
know I’m not satisfied with good enough.
There will always be that question of could
we have done better? The other thing is
that I like to seek advice and learn from
others. I have family and mentors whose
feedback I rely on. Constant work to make
a difference is what drives my desire to
keep developing. The things that transform
people who transform or change society
is basically the desire to take society to the
next level. I have been privileged to have
the education, experience and exposure
that I have had and it would be a pity if I
cannot give back to society in the same
measure as what I have been given.

How do women mobilise themselves
to ensure they are part of the current
economic growth on the continent?

First and foremost, knowledge is power,
so it’s understanding and the ambition to
aspire to be big. One of the things I think
is ultimate in life is setting up your own
business. Writing a book, setting up your
own business are all ultimates, but your
capacity to set up a business that impacts
society depends on how big your dream
is and one thing we can do is to think
big about a company that is a small-scale
enterprise but could potentially become a
large company, be listed on an Exchange
and impact society. What we don’t have in
Nigeria and Africa as whole, and globally
too, is as many rich women as men. The
richest man in Africa is number 25 in the
world, but I don’t know about the richest
woman in Africa and it’s certainly not
number 50 in the world. Part of it is being
ambitious, being as ambitious to learn
from men about thinking big because you
need to visualise it before you can live it.
Secondly, we need to build our capacity
– whether it’s to get the knowledge, skills,
and invest in yourself – but you can also
have people around you who will support
the dream and acquisition of a business
that will truly impact society. These are
things that are in control of women. The
next point is in control of the society – it’s
absolutely clear that women don’t have
the same access to credit as men. Similarly

our laws are not supportive of women.
We have laws that don’t allow women to
own property, yet property is critical to
running a business because if you own
a house, you can use it as collateral for
getting a loan. If you don’t have things
that are collateral in obtaining a loan,
then it’s not a level playing field. These
are things society needs to tackle – access
to credit, laws that are supportive, and
a society more open to seeing women
succeed. And as you are empowering
women, it’s important they get the right
kind of targeted training. The other factor
is that we certainly need more women in
decision-making positions. We need more
women in politics. One of the big issues
is the number of women in elective office,
because politics is critical in a democratic
dispensation. Let’s take Nigeria, we don’t
have any woman governors. We have
women deputy governors, but it’s not
the same as being governor. Things that
give women the opportunity to have a
level playing field is critical. The reason a
society and government needs to do this
is because women make up 50% of Africa.
If you are not investing in women, you are
not investing in half your society, whose
impact on society is even higher. Women
are the soundtrack of a household, and if
you need a values revolution, you need to
educate them. I pray nobody has to choose
between investing in a man or a woman
but if you ever have to make a choice, I
think you should choose a woman because
it has a wider societal impact.

How do women navigate the issue of
access to finance, which remains a
challenge for a lot of women on the
continent who aspire to start their
own business?

It’s a number of things – there needs to
be a recognition that such discriminatory
practices exist, because a lot of people
don’t know that those discriminations
exist. The second thing is to have targeted
banks at women. For example, the federal
government of Nigeria is looking at
setting up a N200 billion fund that will
be targeted at small and medium scale
enterprises and they have announced
that 60% of that fund will go towards
women. The third is to broaden the kind
of collateral people ask for when you give
a woman a loan or credit; broaden it to
include jewellery and other assets that
they call moveable assets. The third is for
women to learn about other ways you
can get credit. For example, you can get
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supplier credit, so you are a distributor for
a fast moving consumer goods company
like Unilever, you can ask for credit for
them on the basis of the turnover you do
rather than just focus on getting credit
from a bank. I also want to talk about
the importance of saving and investing,
which is where it also connects to us as
women and individuals. This is why I
believe that focusing on the financial
sector, especially the capital markets
and financial literacy, is so critical to
empowering women. I believe saving and
investing is a skill and it’s one of the skills
I call a lifelong skill – knowing how to
run your company, knowing how to save
money and knowing how to invest that
money. These are skills that people learn,
so they can develop themselves. What will
define the success of women as a group
or as individuals is really their economic
empowerment and your finances are
very, very critical to having economic
empowerment.
So much value is still placed on
marriage, yet you have young women
who want to do more with their lives
and it becomes a challenge to navigate
between society’s demand on you to get
married once you get to a certain age or
focus on your career or business. I value
the institution of marriage, I think it’s very
important, however I think the ambition
of a woman cannot be to get married.
Often times, when I talk in social
gatherings, it’s about the importance of
educating women and making sure they
have skills, even women who are married,
you must make sure you are investing
in them, so that if their husbands die,
they are able to fend for themselves. It’s
not enough to leave money for people
because if you leave money for people
and they don’t know how to manage it
or have a business they are running, in a
very short time, all of that money will be
gone. I say to the men, especially in the
northern part of Nigeria, that it’s critical
they allow their wives, daughters and
sisters, and support them, in developing
themselves or running their businesses
or focus on their career. It makes good
sense from a societal point of view and
investing in a woman is critical in terms
of building a family. A man who does
not want his wife to realise her potential
is diminishing their capacity as a family
to realise their full potential. Marriage is
a good thing but most importantly, you
must support a woman to be independent
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because there may be occasions where
that will be necessary. Marriage is a great
thing because it enables us to evolve
and it involves companionship but it’s
not an either or. In fact, women should
be encouraged to do both – to value a
family life and value their careers and
one should not affect the other. Many
women have had successful careers and
marriages and most of the time you will
find that the families of women who are
more empowered economically, have
a better standard of living because the
couple both contribute to the family
purse. These are some of the things you
gain from investing in women, education
that will enable them to support their
children better, be it financially or in
terms of exposure. Employers and the
environment should be supportive of
women as they develop their family. The
men also need to be involved in the work
at home because to turn women into
martyrs because they are trying to take
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care of the house and career at the same
time is unfair.

Has your gender ever been a source
of limitation on your career journey
and what is your message to young
women who have the odds stacked
against them?

Gender has not been a limitation for me
as an individual because it starts with the
family. My parents encouraged me to be
the best that I could be and they did not
establish a limit for me. The second reason
I believe it has not been a limitation is that
everyone respects excellence. They need
the stereotypes that you are a woman,
of a certain race or that you come from
a certain hometown but if you succeed,
it removes those stereotypes. For me,
excelling is my formula for removing any
stumbling block and if you use excellence
as your badge of honour, you will basically
excel. Focus on your work and focus on
doing it right. That limits the limitations. n

Health and
wellbeing
“For me, this is about
my passion for living
well – health and
happiness, and my
passion for helping
people. Having
been born in Lagos,
educated in the UK
and now based in the
US, I have a real sense
of the health and
fitness challenges
we face, regardless of
geography. For NAW
readers around the
world, I hope to make
knowledge from
industry leading
fitness and nutrition
experts, as well as my
experience, accessible
and digestible.”

Health and fitness
enthusiast and
qualified trainer,
Orjiugo Oguguo is
our new columist for
this section. She
coaches clients with
their goals, and also
leads group training
in Washington DC.

